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Success in math requires children to make connections between the real world and math concepts

in order to solve problems. Extra practice can help young problem solvers advance to more

complex topics with confidence. The activities in this workbook are designed to help your children

catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Best of all, theyâ€™ll have lots of fun doing it! Some of the great

features youâ€™ll find inside are:Â BASIC MATHCash CrunchCalculating the value of money

provides practical practice in adding and subtracting decimals.Â The Mighty MarlockGuessing any

weight is The Mighty Marlockâ€™s gig, but sometimes he guesses wrong. Students decide where

Marlock goes astray, reinforcing their knowledge of standard and metric measurement.Â MATH

GAMES & PUZZLESNumber FactoryNumbers go into the machine, but what numbers will come

out? Students crunch the numbers to solve the puzzle.Â Secret LocationStudents find points on a

map, write the names of those countries, and then unscramble highlighted letters to determine the

secret location. Â MATH IN ACTIONSkateboard SortFrom a dozen skateboards with different

designs and patterns, students determine the fraction of striped skateboards, skateboards with

flames, skateboards with blue wheels, and other groupings.Â Favorite FlavorsIra at Iraâ€™s Ice

Cream Shop is thinking about changing ice cream flavors. From a graph of the flavors people

bought on a hot afternoon, students determine the most popular flavor, which ones sold in equal

amounts, the fraction of people who bought Fudge Ripple, and which flavor should be

replaced.Â Give your childâ€™s confidence in math a boost with 4th Grade Super Math Success.
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I bought this book to help my 4th grade daughter, who needed some extra practice with her school

math.She attends a regular, NYC, public school. The subjects covered in this book match those

she's studying,but the exercises are MUCH easier than her school work. For class she uses

Everyday Mathematics, Grade 4.The exercises in Everyday Math are much more difficult, covering

many special cases. The problems inSuper Math, only cover the simple, obvious cases. Practicing

with this book is not much help. It may be useful for a3rd grader, but not for someone in 4th grade.

My daughter transitioned school districts and the new district has a much harder math curriculum.

She really struggled last year (3rd grade) and we ended up both miserable most weeknights with

homework problems. I decided to get a jump start on 4th grade math by getting this work book. I

figured I could attempt to teach her and reinforce some of the concepts, so ideally 4th grade will be

less stressful. I'm pretty happy with this book. It covers a very wide range of concepts and is set up

in a convenient way. Each lesson is a few pages, so it's easy to divide it up to do a lesson a day.I

only have a few issues with the book. First, I think there could be better explanations for some

things. For example, the long division section has a great explanation and examples on how to do it,

but comparing fractions with different numerators and denominators doesn't have a good section

explaining how to do it. My daughter is struggling most with fractions, so that's why that sticks out.

Some of the book seems too easy (adding and subtracting big numbers) and some of it seems

more difficult (again I'm thinking of fractions).Second, it's great that the book is like a 3-in-1, with

"Basic Math", "Math Games and Puzzles" and "Math in Action". But, it seems a little too spread out.

Like "Length" is covered in each of the 3 books, so you will find length problems on pages 61, 151

and 261. I wish all the concepts would be clustered together with the basic concept first, then

puzzles and games and then the math in action. It took me awhile to realize how it's set up. So now

I have her complete the concept in each of the 3 sections before moving on, which is a little

annoying flipping all over the book.Despite my gripes, I feel this is a very helpful book. My daughter

excels in every other subject, so I didn't want a generic book with all subjects. I really just wanted to

focus exclusively on math.



This is a great workbook with a variety of problems for kids to practice, from basic computation,

problem solving, word problems and a lot of games complete with answers so kids can check their

own work. My daughter actually wanted to do some of the problems.

I purchased this book for my daughter to work on over the summer prior to entering fourth grade

and is has been wonderful. There isn't too much remedial pages from third grade; however just

enough to refresh her memory. Great purchase.

Not a bad product but too easy for a 4th grader. Purchased it to give my 9 year old some extra math

work but math problems she is given at her school are more advanced/complicated than the ones in

this book.

After teaching for over 20 years, I can tell you that what makes this Math Success series work is

that Sylvan has taken the time to create fun activities, as well as, activities that address Math

Success for fourth grade learners.

This book has some good work in it. It does follow common core curriculum which is very frustrating

for my kids, but with homeschooling, I can teach them the proper way to learn math without the

frustration!

This is an excellent book to use for a fourth grader who needs help in their studies. It is easily

understandable for the child to comprehend and learn and for the adult or tutor to teach to the child.
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